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Nouns

bell - ayena 
plain(s) - ramasar          
woman - chiori 
sun - shekh 
stallion - vezh 
corn - jorok
ice - jesh
metal - tawak
satchel, sack - zande
water - eveth

Numbers

one - at 
two - akat 
three - sen  
four - tor  
five - mek  
six - zhinda  
seven - fekh  
eight - ori  
nine - qazat 
ten - thi  

Active Verbs

to bleed - qiyalat 
to cut (slice) - rissat 
to eat - adakhat 
to be useful - davralat
to say - astat  
to bite - ostat
to drink - indelat
to scream - awazat
to slap - fatat
to walk - ifat

Stative Verbs

to be thick, complex - nrojat
to be large - zhokwalat
to be silent - chakat
to be small - naqisat
to be wet - diwelat

Adverbs

again- save 
also, as well - akka 
only, just - disse 
tomorrow - silokh
tonight - ajjalan  
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Overview

Before delving into the grammar of Dothraki, let’s go over some of the basic details. 
one of the first things one learns about a language is how the basic elements of the 
language fit together to form phrases and clauses. to begin, let’s go over some termi- 
nology you’ll remember from English class: 

Subject: A grammatical relation most commonly associated with the performer of an 
action (e.g. “the man” in “the man opened the box.”). 

Object: A grammatical relation most commonly associated with the affected party 
(e.g. “the box” in “the man opened the box.”). 

Verb: the action itself (e.g. “opened” in “the man opened the box.”). 

Word order

In a basic sentence, the order of these elements (when all three are present) is as in 
English: First comes the Subject (S), then comes the Verb (V), then comes the object 
(O). Here’s an example: 

Khal ahhas arakh. 
“The khal (S) sharpened (V) the arakh (O).” 

When only a subject is a present, the subject precedes the verb, as it does in English: 

Arakh hasa.  
“The arakh (S) is sharp (V).” 

Two of the words used above should be quite familiar, hopefully making these ex-
amples pretty straightforward. this information doesn’t cover everything one needs to 
know about word order in Dothraki, but it does cover most basic clauses. the subject 
or object of a sentence can consist of just a noun (as shown above, with “khal” and 
“arakh”). But it can also contain other elements, and those elements are ordered in a 
particular way. For example: 

<<ADVANCED WORD ORDER>> 

ave 
“(a/the) father” 
(just the noun) 
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Word order (cont.)

ave erin 
“(a/the) kind father” 
(the noun modified by the adjective erin, “kind”) 

ave sekke erin 
“(a/the) very kind father” 
(now the adjective is modified by the adverb sekke, “very”) 

jin ave sekke erin 
“this very kind father” 
(the word jin, “this” has been added to the front) 

jin ave sekke erin anni 
“this very kind father of mine” 
(a possessor, anni, which means “of mine,” specifies just whose father we’re talking 
about) 

jin ave sekke erin anni ma dorvoon 
“this very kind father of mine with a goat” 
(and now the father is with goat, or ma dorvoon) 

Wait, that doesn’t sound very Dothraki... let’s fix that: 

jin ave sekke verven anni m’orvikoon 
“this very violent father of mine with a whip” 

Prepositions

The example above uses what’s known as a preposition. A preposition is a little word 
like “in,” “at,” “from,” “with,” “to,” etc., which precedes a noun and tells the listener what 
role the noun plays in the sentence. to use a famous example that comes from book 
one of ‘A Song of ice and Fire:’ 

Khalakka dothrae mr’anha. 
“A prince rides within me.” 

Here, the preposition “mra” modifies the pronoun “anha,” which means “I.” 
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Adverbs

Finally, adverbs (words that modify adjectives, verbs or other adverbs) come at the 
end of the sentence, for the most part. they can come at the beginning of the sentence 
if the speaker uses the adverb to provide background information necessary for under-
standing the content, but their natural position is sentence-final. An example with and 
without an adverb is shown below: 

Me oge oqet oskikh.  
“He slaughtered a sheep yesterday.” 

Certain other adverbs commonly occur directly after the verb. one such is the  
emphatic negative “vosecchi,” as shown below (first without, then with): 

Yer ofrakhi sajoes mae.  
“You will not touch her steed.” 

Yer ofrakhi vosecchi sajoes mae!  
“You will NEVER touch her steed!” 

A warning wisely heeded. 

<<ADVANCED ADVERBS>> 

Finally, there is a class of adverb-like words that modify the character of the  
sentence in very particular ways. Some examples are shown below: 

Me kaffe rek tokikes.  
“It crushed that fool.” 

Me ray kaffe rek tokikes.  
“It already crushed that fool.” 

Me laz kaffe rek tokikes.  
“It could crush that fool.” 

Me vil kaffe rek tokikes.  
“it managed to crush that fool.” 

In the weeks to follow, there will be more grammatical information about specific  
aspects of the Dothraki language, but this, at least, will give you an idea of what full 
sentences look like and how they work. Until next time, Fonas chek (hunt well)! 
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